Most modern authoritarian regimes govern via nominally democratic institutions, such as parties, elections, and legislatures. One of the most important authoritarian institutions is the hegemonic party. Hegemonic parties are ruling parties in authoritarian regimes that dominate multi-party elections (Magaloni 2006; Reuter and Gandhi 2011) . Some prominent examples of hegemonic parties include the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) in Mexico, ZANU-PF in Zimbabwe, United Malays National Organization (UMNO) in Malaysia, National Democratic Party (NDP) in Egypt, and United Russia (UR) in Russia. Recent scholarship suggests that the survival of these parties depends upon much more than just repression and fraud. Instead, these parties are seen to thrive when the opposition is fragmented, when the regime controls a large public economy that can be used to distribute patronage, when they can successfully buy voters with social spending before elections, and when the leader is popular (Magaloni 2006; Greene 2007; Blaydes 2011 ; see also Gill 2012) .
Existing accounts of hegemonic party strength feature rulers, society, opposition parties, or the hegemonic party itself as the central actors. These accounts usually ignore regional elites as actors in their own right. Incorporating regional patrons into the study of hegemonic parties helps us gain a better understanding not only of why established hegemonic parties lose, but also of why incipient ruling parties transform into successful hegemonic parties. With respect to Russia, focusing on regional elites helps explain both UR's electoral successes and the party's poor performance in parliamentary elections in 2011.
My argument relies on the premise that regional patrons -governors, landlords, bosses, chiefs, caciques, clan leaders, strongmen, influential businessmen, or other local politicians -are key actors, whose political machines and clientelist networks are powerful vote-mobilizing tools. As a minimum condition, nascent hegemonic parties must attract a critical mass of these actors if they hope to win elections by large margins. Thus, hegemonic parties bind together these local political machines and put them to work for the hegemonic party. Repressing or destroying these elites can be prohibitively costly because doing so undermines the vote-getting capacity of the hegemonic party.
In turn, hegemonic parties win more votes when the regional patrons who mobilize votes on behalf of the regime are authoritative and influential. In other words, ruling parties become hegemonic and remain hegemonic when the regional elites who support the party have the resources, machines, and/or authority to dependably generate popular support for the regime.
I examine this explanation and competing explanations of hegemonic party survival using original data on the electoral performance of Russia's hegemonic party, UR, in regional legislative elections between 2003 and 2011. I find that UR performs better in elections when the regional governors who support it are influential and authoritative. Such governors translated their electoral machines into votes for UR. I measure the electoral influence of Russia's regional governors using: (1) popularity ratings from mass surveys, (2) the size of the governor's own electoral mandate, (3) the governor's tenure in office, and (4) the depth of the governor's ties to the region prior to attaining office. The effect of governor popularity on UR's electoral performance remains strong even while controlling for President/Prime Minister Vladimir Putin's popularity in the region. As I show, the most popular governors in the appointment era were those who first attained office through elections prior to the cancellation of gubernatorial elections in 2004. As popular elected governors with deep ties to the region and robust clientelist networks were slowly replaced with unpopular, appointed bureaucrats, the regime undermined its own ability to mobilize votes.
Competing explanations of hegemonic party electoral performance perform less well. There is little evidence that political budget cycles (PBCs) (Magaloni 2006) or large public economies (Greene 2007 ) determine UR's vote totals. Nor does the cohesion of the opposition seem to undermine UR's vote totals (Howard and Roessler 2006) . And perhaps surprisingly, once we control for exogenous region-level factors, Putin's own popularity in the region appears to have little effect on UR's electoral performance. However, repression does seem to increase the UR vote share. Finally, there is mixed evidence that high unemployment undermines UR's vote totals, but economic growth has no effect.
The findings point to one of the reasons that UR has recently stumbled in elections. In December 2011, UR won only a slim majority in the State Duma and turned in its worst performance since 2006 in regional legislative elections. Lay accounts of this electoral failure focus on the rise of a middle class and increased popular demand for O.J. Reuter 102 open politics. But according to the perspective offered here, UR's decline has a great deal to do with elite politics. In an effort to control strong regional patrons, the Kremlin replaced direct gubernatorial elections with a system of appointments. As powerful elected governors were replaced with colorless bureaucrats, who exercised little authority among local elites, UR's vote totals suffered.
UR's performance in the October 2012 regional legislative elections confirms this trend. In those six elections, UR won, on average, 59.2% of the vote, compared with only 44% in regional elections held in December 2011. However, by chance, half the governors in these six regions were strong, elected governors who had been reappointed precisely because they were effective vote-mobilizers (Tkachev in Krasnodar, Bozhkaryev in Penzenskaya Oblast', and Volkov in Udmurtskaya Oblast'). By contrast, in December 2011, governors were elected in only 8 of 26 races. What is more, all the governors in the regions holding legislative elections in October 2012 had built their political careers in the region. In the December 2011 regional elections, half of the governors had no ties to the region prior to coming to office. Thus, the October 2012 elections demonstrate the importance of regional political machines to UR.
Poor performance in the December 2011 elections spurred UR's leaders to try new tactics in the October 2012 regional elections. These included nominating new candidates and relying more on local opinion leaders to help win elections. A continued shift toward relying on popular politicians could improve the regime's electoral fortunes. At the same time, low voter turnout during these elections -particularly in urban areas -demonstrates that the regime is increasingly relying on administrative resources, not popular enthusiasm for regional authorities, to win elections.
Undermining existing systems of social control can be costly to authoritarian rulers. Replacing popular governors with strong electoral machines would haveand in many cases did -cost Russia's rulers dearly at the ballot box. This story illustrates an irony identified by Migdal (1988) , in which rulers undermine the very institutions that could help them govern for fear that those institutions could be used to challenge their authority. Indeed, the findings suggest that sub-national elections can be beneficial to authoritarian leaders because the competition they engender allows regional patrons to cultivate the electoral machines that help the regime win elections.
Theories of hegemonic party electoral performance Hegemonic party regimes are those authoritarian regimes in which a single party, affiliated with the regime, dominates multi-party elections. The hegemonic party typically controls access to many, but not necessarily all, important political offices, shares powers of policy making and patronage distribution, and uses privileged access to state resources to maintain its position in power. Hegemonic party regimes bind together elite coalitions by providing institutional guarantees about how spoils will be distributed in the future. Because hegemonic parties reduce elite uncertainty and decrease the likelihood of defections, hegemonic party regimes are more stable than authoritarian regimes without strong ruling parties (Magaloni 2008) .
Post-Soviet Affairs
One of the most common explanations of hegemonic party survival is economic performance. Although they are more robust to economic crises than other types of regimes, hegemonic party regimes still appear to be stabilized by economic prosperity (Magaloni 2006; Colton and Hale 2009) . Economic performance in these regimes is also affected by government spending, however, as incumbents use budgetary resources to buy votes and support. Several studies have attributed hegemonic party survival to vote-buying organized around increased social spending at election time (Magaloni 2006; Blaydes 2011) .
It has also been argued that hegemonic parties are most vulnerable when they lack access to public resources that can be used for partisan gain (Greene 2007) . Indeed, it is difficult to gainsay the notion that control over a large public sector and a subservient bureaucracy gives hegemonic parties both the means and the opportunity to buy support in society. Public funds can be used to fund election campaigns and pork-barrel spending, while government jobs can be used as patronage. A large government sector makes economic elites dependent on the state for access to markets, government contracts, and, for those in state-owned enterprises (SOEs), career success. Finally, the nature of the opposition also matters. Scholars have argued persuasively that hegemonic party regimes survive longer when the opposition is divided (Howard and Roessler 2006; Magaloni 2006) .
Finally, turning more specifically to Russia, popular wisdom suggests that UR's electoral success depends on Putin's own charisma and popularity. Although survey evidence indicates that the picture is much more complex (Hale 2008) , this explanation for UR's electoral performance remains one of the most prevalent among observers.
Argument
What many existing accounts of hegemonic party electoral performance miss is the incentives and ability of other elites, outside the central leadership of a country, to mobilize votes for the ruling party. By elites I mean individual actors who exercise influence in society and demand loyalty from other political actors. They may be landowners, caciques, bosses, chiefs, local warlords, clan leaders, strongmen, enterprise managers, regional governors, influential politicians, or opinion leaders in society. Such elites, and especially regional elites, consistently have been key players in the center-periphery struggles that have defined politics in so much of the nondemocratic world (Migdal 1988) .
The account of hegemonic electoral performance offered here shares this emphasis on elites.
1 Specifically, it demonstrates how the vote totals of hegemonic parties depend crucially on the strength of regional patrons who mobilize votes on the regime's behalf. The argument starts from the premise that hegemonic parties mobilize votes through a series of principal-agent networks, where the dictator or ruling group occupies the role of the principal and regional patrons occupy the role of agents. In electoral regimes around the world, such local patrons use their influence, authority, and control over clientelist networks to mobilize voters.
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Indeed, the study of how electoral machines work has a long pedigree in political science and post-Soviet studies.
2 Such political machines are based upon asymmetric yet mutually dependent ties between a patron and multiple clients. Clients provide patrons with political support that patrons can use as leverage in their relationships with other actors, who may include other patrons, central state leaders, or organized groups. In return, patrons distribute benefits to clients, including careers, spoils, rents, transfers of material benefits, and/or protection. The relationship is asymmetric because clients are individually subordinate to the patron. In many countries, electoral outcomes depend crucially upon how these patrons instruct their clientelist networks to vote. Patrons may mobilize their individual clients directly, or using their levers of control, may encourage their elite clients to mobilize their own subordinates.
Local patrons may use their political machines in order to advance their own narrow interests, often at the expense of central authority. In Russia in the 1990s, powerful Russian governors often mobilized their regional electoral machines to support opposition presidential candidates and secure the election of deputies in the State Duma who would support decentralization (Hale 2006) . In hegemonic party regimes, however, regional elites put their political machines to work for the regime.
3 Because these local notables are such important vote mobilizers, hegemonic parties need their support in order to secure high-vote totals. As a minimum condition, then, hegemonic parties must draw support from a critical mass of these local patrons. 4 Given this minimum condition, what explains variation in the performance of hegemonic parties that have attracted the support of the most important regional elites? Why do some new ruling parties blossom into stable electoral hegemons, while others falter? And, why do some established hegemonic parties continue to win large majorities, while others lose ground to the opposition?
Hegemonic parties put their electoral fortunes, I argue, in the hands of local patrons, whether these are regional governors, tribal leaders, bosses, landowners, or other local strongmen. These local patrons mobilize regime support because their opportunities for career advancement and spoils depend on it; local cadres who demonstrate political loyalty and competence by using their resources to mobilize regime support are more likely to be promoted or reappointed (Blaydes 2011; Reuter and Robertson 2012) . Thus, it stands to reason that hegemonic parties win more votes when the local patrons who support them are authoritative, overseeing robust clientelist networks and/or exercising significant popularity in their locality. At the sub-national level, which is the level of analysis that I examine here, hegemonic parties will win more votes in those regions where the party's local vote brokers are authoritative patrons. Conversely, hegemonic parties will win fewer votes as the authority of local patrons wanes.
Analyzing hegemonic party performance in Russia: the dependent variable I examine the above propositions using data on the performance of Russia's hegemonic party, UR, in regional legislative elections. There are several reasons This makes collecting data on their early development difficult. Second, Russia's 89 regions, each of which elects a regional legislature every four to six years, provide a treasure trove of variation on many political, social, and economic dimensions. 5 Many existing explanations of dominant party performance have not been subjected to comparative analysis, because data are not available for a largecross section of countries. This study takes advantage of rich, original data on the Russian regions. Third, using sub-national variation to test hypotheses of dominant party performance allows one to hold constant some important national-level explanations of dominant party strength, such as origins of the party. Russia's dominant party did not emerge out of a need to co-opt a strong opposition (Smith 2005) , nor did it emerge from the throes of a revolutionary struggle (Huntington 1968) , nor as a bulwark against endemic contentious politics (Slater 2011).
6 Fourth, Russia is an important and influential electoral authoritarian regime that serves as a model for other authoritarian rulers, especially in the post-Soviet region.
In spite of all this, Russia's hegemonic party remains understudied. Scholars have described its domination of elections and legislatures, but empirical studies of its performance in elections are few (Gel'man 2006; Smyth et al. 2007; Reuter and Remington 2009) . 7 More importantly, few scholars use the theoretical frameworks developed in the neo-institutional study of authoritarian regimes to study UR. Analyses of UR can be improved by viewing it in light of this literature, and, in turn, the study of Russia's authoritarian institutions can contribute to the appraisal and refinement of theory on the operation of institutions in modern authoritarian regimes.
This analysis focuses on the party's electoral performance in regional legislatures for several reasons. First, as noted, regional elections offer a plethora of variations on key independent variables across time. Second, these are important electoral events that provide crucial information to the regime, both about the distribution of voter support and about the political performance of subnational elites, who are charged with mobilizing votes (Reuter and Robertson 2012) . In Putin-era Russia, national elections thus far have been held every four years. In the interim period, the regime uses the thousands of regional and local elections that take place to gauge voter support and cadre performance.
Russian regional legislatures have the power to pass regional laws, approve budgets, amend the regional charter, override gubernatorial vetoes, and, in some cases, confirm/reject appointments to the governor's cabinet. Thus, it has been very important for the Kremlin to control regional legislatures, and it has done so via its hegemonic party, UR. As authoritarian institutions, regional legislative elections determine which prominent ruling party members in a region -usually members of the regional business elite -are afforded access to the spoils associated with a parliamentary seat, including immunity from criminal prosecution, an elevated public profile, and a platform for lobbying one's personal business interests.
I analyze regional legislative elections that have taken place between December 2003 and December 2011. This period corresponds to the entire era during which UR participated on the party-list ballot in regional elections. Prior to 2003, the vast majority of Russia's regional legislatures were elected on the basis of single-member districts (SMD) and first-past-the-post electoral systems. Most deputies -86% from 1999 to 2003 -were elected as independents Moraski 2006) .
The pervasiveness of independents in official electoral results makes it difficult to assess the distribution of vote shares in elections held prior to 2003. Beginning in December 2003, however, changes in Russia's electoral law required all regional legislatures to elect at least half of their members on party lists. Since then the vast majority of regional elections have taken place under mixed electoral systems, with an essentially even balance between SMD and party list seats.
8 UR has fielded a party list in every regional legislative election since the electoral reform.
Thus, the dependent variable in this study is the share of the party-list vote won by UR in the 166 regional elections that have taken place since December 2003. Party-list vote share is more appropriate as a dependent variable than the overall share of seats won by UR because the latter is influenced heavily by the individual characteristics of the SMD candidates in a given race and, consequently, is more idiosyncratic. Regional elites and UR's electoral performance My argument is that the electoral performance of hegemonic parties depends upon the power and influence of the regional patrons who support it. The most important regional patrons in post-Soviet Russia are the regional heads of administrationgovernors, as they are commonly known. In the 1990s, regional governors used their formal and informal control over state property, budget resources, law enforcement organs, regional bureaucracies, and ethnic patronage networks to construct powerful political machines. Governors then used their machines to secure the election of preferred candidates in regional and national elections (Hale 2003) .
In the early 2000s, President Putin initiated a series of recentralizing reforms that sought to reduce the influence of regional governors in federal politics. These reforms culminated in a law that replaced direct election of regional executives with a system of appointments, so that, since 2005, all governors serve at the pleasure of the president. But even as appointed officials, regional governors remained by far the most powerful players in Russian regional politics. Their power rested upon a combination of carrots, sticks, patron-client ties, and popular support. With respect to the first, governors use control over government contracts, tax incentives, and enterprise subsidies to influence regional business. In turn, firm directors encourage their employees to turn out and vote appropriately (e.g., Fish 2005) . With respect to sticks, governors use their power over regulatory agencies, law enforcement bodies, and judiciaries to harass and intimidate actual or would-be opponents.
11 It is not unusual for an opposition businessman to discover that his factory is in violation of safety codes or that he owes back taxes.
Simultaneously, governors retained and sometimes strengthened their control over extensive patron-client networks in the 2000s. In the regional executive bureaucracy, governors exercised total control over appointments, and used these appointments to reward allies. In return, regional bureaucrats could then be counted on to mobilize the vote, inducing their employees to vote on behalf of UR and making government resources, such as public spaces, available to UR candidates. These patron-client networks also reach outside the executive bureaucracy to include organs of local self-government, electoral commissions, judiciaries, enterprises, and regional legislatures.
These are asymmetric, mutually dependent relationships between the governor and the regional elite. Governors' clients depend on personal links with their patron for access to rents and career advancement, so these clients have a vested interest in supporting the governor's political career. Such machines, built not only O.J. Reuteron carrots and sticks, but also on self-interested, reciprocal relationships, are powerful tools for mobilizing popular support.
In the appointment era, the Kremlin sometimes replaced sitting governors with outsiders who had few ties to the region. 12 These outsiders often found it difficult to find accommodation with local elites and, consequently, struggled to quickly construct extensive patron-client networks (see, e.g., Kynev 2007; Petrov 2010) . For this reason, UR should perform worse in regions with outsider governors.
Another element of governor power in the 2000s was popular support. Popular support is a function of the carrots, sticks, and patron-client networks at the governor's disposal. Governors who successfully control the media and motivate local elites to mobilize support on their behalf are likely to have a higher popularity rating. Undoubtedly, of course, the direction of causality also runs the other way, as popular governors find it easier to attract loyal clients. Indeed, many regional governors were intrinsically popular as elected politicians. The gubernatorial corpus in place in 2005 had cut its teeth on direct elections that were, at times, quite competitive. And those who survived these contests owed much of their success to political skill or charisma.
To be sure, the strength of gubernatorial machines varied as did the intrinsic popularity of governors. I hypothesize that UR will perform better in those regions where governors were stronger in these resources. Given the centrality of popularity, both as a cause and consequence of governor power, I take it as one of the three primary measures of governor influence. UR should perform better in elections when governors are popular.
I measure the popularity of Russian governors using data from a series of massive surveys, called GeoRatings, conducted by the Public Opinion Foundation (Fond Obshchestvennoye Mneniye or FOM). These surveys draw representative samples of the population in 68 Russian regions four times a year. 13 In these surveys, respondents were asked: 'Do you think the leader of your region is doing a good job or a bad job?' I use the percentage of respondents who think their governor is doing a good job in the most recent survey before regional elections as an indicator of the governor's influence and call this variable Governor's Popularity. Data on this variable are only available until November 2010. For regional elections occurring in December 2011, I use the November 2010 measures of governor popularity.
14 If Governor's Popularity is merely a function of popular support for the regime in a region, then this measure is of limited value as an exogenous indicator of regional patron strength. To say that regime support leads to higher UR's vote totals tells us little. Yet there are compelling reasons to think that Governor's Popularity is not simply determined by levels of support for Putin or UR. First, as noted above, a large literature suggests that the power of Russia's most influential governors was exogenously determined by local factors in the 1990s (see Hale 2003) . Second, while region-level polling data on UR's popularity rating are not available, regional data on Putin's Popularity are available from the same FOM GeoRating surveys. Popular wisdom suggests that UR owes much of its electoral success to its association with Putin. Perhaps surprisingly, the correlation between Post-Soviet Affairs 109 the popularity of Russian governors and Putin's regional popularity rating between 2003 and 2010 is not exceedingly tight (r ¼ 0.31). In any case, treating this issue as an omitted variable problem, I control for Putin's Popularity in all models that use Governor's Popularity as a predictor. In addition, I employ three other measures of governor authority which are significantly more exogenous. The first is the Governor's Margin of Victory in his most recent gubernatorial election. This variable is coded as 0 if the governor is appointed. As noted, the cancellation of direct gubernatorial elections did not mean that all sitting elected governors were fired. To the contrary, as late as 2010, 42 of Russia's 83 governors had been elected prior to 2005.
Governor's Margin of Victory has been used in previous work to measure the strength of Russian governors (Robertson 2007; Golosov 2011) , and it is available for all observations in the sample. It also has the advantage of tapping several dimensions of governor influence, aside from popularity. Elected governors, by virtue of their longer tenure in office, were more likely to develop strong clientelist networks in the 1990s or early 2000s, when opportunities for machine-building were abundant. Moreover, electoral competition gave these governors extra incentive to do so. Those who won by large margins frequently owed their victories to well-developed electoral machines. It is highly unlikely that these governors' electoral victories were determined by latent support for Putin or UR, since all the electoral victories used to calculate the measure would have occurred between 1999 and 2004, a time when federal influence in the regions was still limited, and the ruling party was having great difficulty getting its gubernatorial candidates elected (Hale 2005) .
Two other measures of governor's authority tap exogenous sources of governors' machines more directly: Governor's Tenure in office and the Governor's Regional Ties. The first is simply a continuous variable measuring the number of years that a governor has held office. Longer-serving governors have more time to develop the clientelist networks needed to mobilize votes and, therefore, UR should perform better in regions with long-serving governors. Regional Ties is an additive scale comprising three components: (1) a dummy variable for whether the governor is born in the region, (2) a dummy variable for whether the governor went to university in the region, and (3) a dummy variable for whether the governor worked in the region for more than five years. The three dummy variables are added together to make the scale, so that a governor with a score of 3 was born in the region, went to university there, and worked there for more than five years. As noted above, governors with strong ties to the region are more likely to be embedded in local patron-client networks that can help them mobilize votes at election time.
A governor's influence will only bring electoral benefits to the dominant party if that influence is channeled into support for the party. In 72% of regional elections since 2003, governors were members of UR. Oftentimes, however, nonparty members still deployed regional administrative resources on behalf of the party, because generating high vote totals for the ruling party was one of the primary criteria that the Kremlin established for reappointing governors. At the same time, many governors, especially before 2006, refrained from binding themselves too closely to the party by becoming formal members, lest the party leadership in Moscow restrict their freedom of maneuver.
I expect that governor resources will have a stronger effect on UR's vote total when the governor is a UR member. When the governor is not a UR member, the effect of a governor's popularity and influence is unclear because some nonmembers campaigned for the party, while in 2003 and 2004, a handful of nonmembers worked against the party. To test this, I interact the measures of governor influence with a variable called URMember, which is equal to 1 if the governor is a UR member in the month of the election and 0 otherwise.
Alternative explanations
There are several theories of hegemonic party survival in the literature but few attempts to test them comparatively. 15 The most straightforward explanation of hegemonic party survival is economic performance legitimacy. Hegemonic parties should perform better in elections when the economy is doing well (Magaloni 2006; Colton and Hale 2009 ). I use two measures of economic performance here: Unemployment in the year prior to the election and GRP Growth in the year prior to the election. The latter is a measure of total output, analogous to GDP, for the regional level.
Greene (2010) argues that dominant parties remain dominant when they control a large public economy that can be exploited for partisan gain. I use two measures of the size of the public economy here. First, I use the percentage of the workforce employed in the public sector, Size of Public Sector Workforce. Both government employees and employees of SOEs are counted as public sector employees. His measure directly taps the key mechanism linking the size of the public economy and dominant party survival, namely, government levers over economic activity. Second, in the Appendix, I use government share of investment in fixed capital, Government Investment, as another proxy for the role of the government in the economy. 16 The measures mentioned above do not tap the size of the budget, so they do a less than perfect job of capturing the ability of the government to engage in porkbarrel spending. But rather than examine the capacity of the state to trade social services for votes, I examine the mechanism directly by looking at whether increases in government spending before elections translate into higher vote totals for the ruling party. Dominant parties, it is said, capitalize on their control of the public coffers by spending lavishly prior to elections (Magaloni 2006; Blaydes 2011) . To examine whether large PBCs translate into higher vote totals for UR, I use original, monthly data on regional government expenditures in Russia and follow a modified version of a method used by Akhmedov and Zhuravskaya (2004) Repression is another explanation for UR's electoral success. Targeted coercion is used to silence opposition figures and intimidate opposition party donors. The authorities use formal control over state media outlets and, sometimes, informal control of private outlets to provide positive coverage for UR. Measures of repression are notoriously difficult to construct. As a proxy, I use a measure of media freedom in the Russian regions constructed by the Glasnost Defense Foundation (Fond Zashchity Glasnosti). This measure is an expert ranking ranging from 1 to 3, where 1 is 'Not Free' and 3 is 'Fairly Free.' The coefficient on this variable should be negative if UR performs worse in regions with more Press Freedom.
Institutional factors may also play a role. As noted above, most regional legislatures are elected through a mixed electoral system, but 13 regions have moved to elect all their deputies on party lists, as the State Duma does. Given that UR cannot rely on disproportionality in SMD races to boost its vote total in these contests, party leaders may have extra incentive to focus energy and resources on winning votes in the party-list component such that UR party-list shares are higher in these races. I include a variable called Only PR to test this.
The electoral calendar may also matter. Specifically, UR's regional campaigns may benefit from a national coattails effect when regional elections are held concurrently with national elections. In December 2003 , March 2004 , December 2007 , March 2008 , and December 2011, regional legislative elections were held on the same day as either presidential or national legislative elections. During these campaigns, UR's regional legislative campaigns benefited from the organizational effort and positive media coverage exerted on behalf the Kremlin's presidential campaign or UR's State Duma campaign. This control variable is called Concurrent Election. All models also include yearly fixed effects to account for heterogeneity in UR's performance by year.
Another potentially important institutional feature of regional elections is ballot order. In the USA, studies have found that being listed first on the ballot increases vote share (Ho and Imai 2008) . According to Russian election law, ballot order is randomly assigned, but the data show that this is not the practice. UR was 'fortunate' enough to receive the top spot on the party-list ballot in 70 of the 166 regional elections. The average number of lists in each election was 5.8, with a maximum of 13 and a minimum of 2. Given these figures, the probability that UR would have randomly received the top spot on the ballot in 70 or more elections is 1 in 1.5 trillion. Thus, while I expect ballot order to have a positive effect on UR vote share as a result of the actual ballot position, ballot order also reflects fraudulent electoral practices. I include a variable, UR Heads Ballot, equal to 1 if UR was listed first on the party-list ballot and 0 if it was not.
In addition to its hypothesized dependence on gubernatorial machines, UR's vote total may also depend on voters' orientations toward its leader, Vladimir Putin. Therefore, I include Putin's Popularity Rating in the month of the election as a regressor. Higher popularity ratings for Putin should translate into higher vote totals for the ruling party.
Other regional elites may also matter. Golosov has found that UR performs worse in elections when prominent figures from the local elite spurn UR affiliation to run on the party list of an opposition party (Golosov 2011) . To test whether such elite conflict undermines UR's electoral performance, I used Golosov's method of measuring elite conflict and construct a variable coded 1 if a vice-governor, Federation Council senator, chair of the regional legislature, or mayor of a city in the region with more than 100,000 residents runs in the top three spots on an opposition-party list.
19 This variable, Elite Conflict, is very proximate to the outcome of interest, and I expect that it is in large part determined by the authority of the governor in a region. But if Elite Conflict has an independent effect, its coefficient should be negative.
The nature of the opposition is also thought to have an effect on hegemonic party performance. Regime change is more likely in authoritarian regimes when the opposition presents a united front (Howard and Roessler 2006) . When the opposition is fragmented, dominant parties need not win by large margins. Thus, I include a variable, Opposition Fragmentation, which is the effective number of opposition parties in the legislative election. If opposition fragmentation improves dominant party vote shares, then the coefficient on this variable should be positive.
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The ethnic makeup of the region may also have an independent impact on dominant party emergence and survival. 21 In Russia, those regions with large nonRussian populations tend to be the least democratic and feature the most autocratic political machines (Matsuzato 2001; Hale 2003; Remington 2011) . Fraud and the use of administrative resources are extensive here, and UR routinely wins over 90% of the vote in some ethnic republics. Therefore, I expect that UR will perform better in ethnic regions. I include a variable called Percent Russian, which is the percentage of the population in a region that is Russian, to test this. The coefficient should be negative.
Finally, I control for the wealth of the region with Log GRP per Capita, and the level of urbanization, Urbanization. Magaloni (2006) shows that the PRI performed better in poor regions where it could buy votes. Similarly, it has been suggested that dominant party machines depend on the mobilization of populations who are dependent on the state, which indicates that UR should perform better in rural areas. Because of well-known issues with ecological inference, I do not draw strong conclusions from these variables. Survey research is better positioned to uncover the individual-level determinants of the dominant party vote.
Lastly, in two robustness checks in the Appendix, I control for the share of the vote received by UR in the 2003 Duma elections, UR 2003 Vote Share. Surveys suggest that the ideological composition of UR's support base has remained relatively stable since 2003, so this variable can be seen to capture unmodeled heterogeneity in UR's baseline level of support. With the inclusion of this control and Putin's Popularity, we can be more confident that Governor's Popularity reflects the governor's authority and not ideological support for the regime.
Model estimation and results
The dependent variable is continuous, so I estimate all models using simple ordinary least squares regression. The data are panel data with election years (T) Post-Soviet Affairsnested within regions (N). There are a large number of regions (N), each of which held a small number of elections (T) from 2003 to 2011. N varies between 70 and 83, while T is 2 for 70 of 83 regions.
22 Given the extremely short panels, most econometric methods for time-series cross-sectional data are not appropriate. Nonetheless, variance in the error structure may be attributable to nonobservable, region-specific factors that make UR perform better in some regions. This would artificially depress standard errors. Therefore, I cluster robust standard errors on region. Clustered standard errors take into account unit heterogeneity in the error structure and, along with it, the most likely source of serial correlation in the data. 23 All models include year-fixed effects. The results are shown in Table 1 .
Model 1 shows the results, with Governor's Popularity as the key independent variable. Model 2 uses Governor's Margin of Victory as the key independent variable. Models 3 and 4 introduce the interactions between URMember and Governor's Popularity and Governor's Margin of Victory, respectively. Models 5 and 6 include the indicators of governor embeddedness in the region, Governor's Tenure and Regional Ties. The first six models omit GRP Growth and PBC amplitude because these variables are only available for the period between 2003 and 2010. Model 7 includes these variables. Model 8 omits all measures of governor resources, but includes Putin's Popularity to show that collinearity is not driving the findings on the measures of governor resources.
The results indicate strong support for the hypothesis that UR's regional party-list vote share depends upon the influence of the regional governor. As Model 1 shows, controlling for potential confounders, increasing the popularity of the governor by 50 points would add 10 percentage points to UR's regional vote total. Similar results are found for Governor's Margin of Victory. A 50-point increase in the governor's margin of victory would add 5.3 percentage points to UR's vote total.
The effects are even starker when we take into account the interaction with URMember. Consider the conditional coefficients shown in Table 2 , taken from Models 3 and 4. As Column 1 shows, the effect of Governor's Popularity on UR's vote share is 20 times larger when the governor is a member of UR. The popularity of the governor has little to no effect when the governor is not a member of UR. When the governor is a UR member, a 50-point increase in the governor's popularity increases UR's vote share by 15%. The effect of Governor's Margin of Victory also varies substantially, depending on whether the governor is a member of UR.
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In Models 1 and 2, URMember is included on its own as a regressor, without any interaction. The coefficient is positive, but insignificant. This is not surprising, given the fact, as noted above, that many governors who wished to retain their autonomy, but still win favor with the Kremlin, mobilized the vote for UR, but eschewed formal party membership. At the same time, many weak and unpopular governors joined UR early in an attempt to demonstrate fealty to the Kremlin and avoid replacement (Reuter 2010) .
The coefficients on the alternative measures of governor strength bear out theoretical expectation as well. UR performs better in regions where governors 
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have been in office for a long time, as the positive and significant coefficient on Governor's Tenure in Model 5 indicates. Likewise, the positive and significant coefficient on Governor's Regional Ties indicates that UR does better in regions where governors are more embedded in regional networks. UR's vote total is 7.5 percentage points higher in regions where the governor was born in the region, went to university in the region, and worked in the region, when compared with regions where the governor had no such ties to the region.
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Results on the control variables are of considerable interest as well. Perhaps surprisingly, as the insignificant coefficients on GRP Growth show, I find little support for the idea that UR's vote share depends on variation in regional economic growth. However, there is some mixed evidence that UR's vote totals suffer when Unemployment is high. The coefficient on this variable is negative and significant in several of the models.
I find little evidence that UR performs better in regions with larger public sectors, as the coefficient on Size of Public Sector Workforce is consistently negative and insignificant. I also find little evidence that UR performs better in regions with larger PBCs, as the coefficient on PBC Amplitude in Model 7 is insignificant.
Repression does seem to play a substantial role. UR performs significantly better in regions with low levels of press freedom. Indeed, increasing the level of press freedom from the lowest ranking (1) to the highest ranking (3), decreases UR's vote share by 12 percentage points.
Institutional factors play an inconsistent role. Only PR is significant and negative in Models 1 and 7, indicating that UR performs worse in elections with only a PR component. But this result is clearly not robust, as the sign of the coefficient is reversed in Models 4 and 5. Models 2, 4, and 5 include the North Caucasus. Thus, it seems that all PR elections reduce UR's vote total in elections outside the North Caucasus, but once we include all PR elections that occurred in Kabardino-Balkaria, Chechnya, Ingushetia, and Dagestan in the sample, the effect of Only PR diminishes.
At first glance, the concurrency of regional and national elections does not seem to have an impact on UR's regional vote share: the coefficient on Concurrent Election is insignificant in Models 1 -6. However, the large, positive, and statistically significant coefficient on Concurrent Election in Model 7 illustrates that the absence of an effect in Models 1 -6 is due only to the fact that UR performed relatively poorly in the December 2011 regional elections. Model 7 The relations of other elites to the party also may matter. The coefficient on Elite Conflict is consistently negative, indicating that elite conflict may reduce UR's vote totals. Opposition Fragmentation has a negative effect on UR's vote share. This is surprising in light of existing literature which finds that authoritarian regimes benefit from opposition fragmentation. I interpret this unexpected finding in two ways. First, the primary empirical implication from theories of how opposition fragmentation affects hegemonic party survival do not relate to the hegemonic party's vote share. Rather, the argument is that when the opposition vote is divided, the dominant party needs fewer votes in order to maintain its leading position. This is because disproportionality in the translation of votes into seats favors large parties. In the party-list component of Russian regional elections, the minimum vote threshold for attaining seats is high, ranging from 5% to 7%, so the dominant party gains significant seat bonuses when one or more opposition parties fails to clear the threshold. Moreover, when the opposition is divided on the party-list side of the ticket, then it is likely also divided in the SMD component, and dominant party seat gains from disproportionality accrue even faster in first-past-the-post elections. Given this, it may be that hegemonic party leaders actually invest less effort in winning a majority of votes when the opposition is fragmented.
Second, the effective number of opposition parties may just be a proxy for the use of coercion by regional authorities. Regional authorities often deny registration to specific opposition parties. A lower effective number of opposition parties may simply indicate that regional authorities were willing to employ and capable of using especially undemocratic methods to win a given election.
Perhaps surprisingly, Putin's Popularity has little impact on UR's vote totals once we control for more exogenous determinants of UR's electoral performance. The fact that Putin's Popularity is not significant when the measures of governor popularity are excluded (Model 8) indicates that the insignificant coefficient on this variable is not simply due to its correlation with the measures of governor popularity. In Model 9, I estimate a model that includes Putin's Popularity and the most exogenous covariates in the model. The coefficient on Putin's Popularity remains insignificant here as well. These results suggest that electoral support for the regime is generated from the bottom up, not from the top down.
The ethnic makeup of the region also seems to matter. The negative coefficient on Percent Russian indicates that UR performs better in regions with ethnic majorities or large minorities. In most models, this variable is significant even while controlling for Press Freedom, GRP per capita, and Urbanization. 
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UR's electoral performance and the sources of governor popularity These results provide support for the hypothesis that UR's vote share depends, to a significant degree, on the authority of regional patrons who mobilize votes on its behalf. Both the popularity of the governor and the size of his personal electoral mandate are positively and consistently associated with higher vote totals for UR. Similar findings are obtained using more exogenous measures of governor strength, the governor's tenure in office, and strong ties to the region. All this indicates that hegemonic parties perform better when the regional patrons supporting them are influential and authoritative. Clearly, though, these findings beg another important question: What determines the power and authority of regional patrons in an electoral authoritarian regime like Russia? In the Appendix, I conduct a secondary statistical analysis of governors' popularity in Russia. The main finding from that analysis is that governors who were elected prior to 2005 are more popular. Over the period from 2005 to 2010, elected governors are 12 percentage points more popular than appointed governors. Figure 2 illustrates the difference in popularity between elected and appointed governors as of 2009.
While controlling for other relevant factors, having an electoral mandate increases the popularity of the governor by 9.2 percentage points. Moreover, this difference in popularity has increased over time such that by 2010 popularly elected governors were 15 percentage points more popular than unelected governors. Thus, UR performs best in those regions with popular governors, and popular governors are those with elected mandates.
In the first years of the appointment era, Putin reappointed many of Russia's most powerful elected governors, since it was known that their machines could win votes for the Kremlin (Goode 2007; Reuter and Robertson 2012) . By the late 2000s, however, two processes began to unfold. First, the Kremlin became emboldened to remove popularly elected governors whom it deemed potentially unruly. The unceremonious ouster of Yuriy Luzhkov in September 2010 is a notable instance. Second, the advancing age of many of the most authoritative governors from the 1990s forced them from the political stage. Mintimer Shaymiyev in Tatarstan and Pyotr Sumin in Chelyabinsk are good examples of this trend. New governors dislocate personal ties and create new uncertainties for local elites. Outsider governors, in particular, find it difficult to mobilize votes without easy access to preexisting clientelist networks. Thus, newly appointed governors cannot count on the same level of vote-mobilizing effort. Consequently, the Kremlin undermined its own ability to mobilize votes by canceling gubernatorial elections and subsequently replacing popular elected governors with appointed bureaucrats.
Conclusion
The electoral success of hegemonic parties like UR depends not just on the behavior of regime leaders, voters, and the opposition, but also on the disposition and resources of sub-national patrons. The findings in this article suggest that hegemonic parties win elections by larger margins when the regional elites who support the party have the O.J. Reuterresources, machines, and/or authority to dependably generate popular support for the party. Throughout the 2000s, UR's electoral success rested, in large part, on the shoulders of gubernatorial political machines forged during the era when governors were directly elected. As the decade wore on, however, popular governors from the 1990s retired or were replaced if the Kremlin felt it could do without their clientelist networks. Newly appointed governors, however, were often technocrats or politicians with few ties to the region (Buckley et al. 2012) . Such governors proved unable to build effective political machines or generate popular enthusiasm for their rule. Largely as a result of this, UR's vote totals began to decrease in 2011.
Thus, the Kremlin undermined its own vote-mobilizing strategy by canceling direct gubernatorial elections. In the wake of anti-regime protests that erupted after the December 2011 parliamentary elections, Russia's leadership introduced a bill in parliament that would reintroduce direct gubernatorial elections, subject to some important constraints on candidate registration. Many saw this as a concession to the opposition, but the findings in this study indicate that it could also be viewed as a gambit to reinvigorate the decentralized model of vote mobilization that had worked so well in the 2000s. Indeed, the findings in this study suggest that semi-competitive sub-national elections can be beneficial to authoritarian leaders because they provide regional patrons with an opportunity to cultivate strong political machines that help the regime win elections. Of course, the success of such a strategy will depend on whether the regime can ensure the election of its candidates and whether the regime would be able to control any such reconstructed electoral machines.
The conclusions of this study leave much room for future research. In particular, much remains to be done to understand why the authority of patrons varies both within Russia and across countries. I find that directly elected governors were more popular than appointed governors in Russia. This suggests that federal countries or those with meaningful histories of political decentralization may be more prone to the type of patron-based regionalism that I have described here. Weak central states are also likely to abet the proliferation of strong regional patrons. Such was the case in Russia in the 1990s. I also find that governors of ethnic regions are more popular and are better at mobilizing the vote for UR. This suggests that countries with ethnic enclaves may be more likely to breed patterns of local clientelism.
2. On the USA, see Banfield and Wilson (1963) . On Latin America, see Kern (1973) , and on Africa, see Clapham (1982) . On southern Europe, see Chubb (1982) , and on the former Soviet Union, see Hale (2003) . And on South Asia, see Weiner (1967) and on South-east Asia, see Scott (1972) . 3. As nondemocracies, hegemonic party regimes tend to be characterized by (1) low levels of programmatic linkages between parties and voters, (2) the socio-economic dependence of citizens on the state, and (3) a dearth of nationwide collective action. This makes hegemonic party regimes comparatively fertile breeding grounds for both clientelism and regionalism. 4. My analysis takes the existence of a nascent ruling party as a given (Reuter , 2010 . Other work directly tackles the question of why ruling parties emerge in the first place and why individual elites choose to affiliate with the new ruling party. 5. At the time of writing, the number of regions had been reduced to 83. 6. As Reuter and Remington (2009) point out, the communist opposition was on the decline when UR was formed. 7. For an important exception to the lack of empirical work, see Golosov (2011) . 8. Of 166 elections in the sample, 23 were elected fully on the basis of party lists, and 23 were mixed with a higher proportion of party list seats. The remainder were held with an even balance between party-list and SMD seats. 9. In the Appendix, I test the robustness of key results to an alternative specification that uses the total share of seats won by UR as the dependent variable. 
, where i identifies regions, t is real time in months, and y is the logarithm of total government spending. Seasonality is controlled for by including a set of fixed effects f iz for each of the 12 calendar months in each region. And gt is a linear term that accounts for increased spending over time. Region-specific deviations in spending are accounted for with a series of regionfixed effects, u i . by it21 and by it22 are the first and second lag of the dependent variable. In other words, this equation estimates current spending in a region as a function of seasonality, time trends, previous spending, and region-specific patterns. The amplitude of the electoral budget cycle is defined as the residual of this equation for the month prior to the regional election. 18. In the Appendix, I also test whether levels of, as opposed to changes in, regional government spending affect UR's vote shares and find no evidence for this proposition. 19. This measure differs from Golosov's slightly. See the Appendix for an explanation and for robustness checks using Golosov's original measure. 20. Opposition Fragmentation is calculated as one over the sum of squared vote shares received by the opposition (1= P v 2 i ), where v i is the share of the opposition votes O.J. Reuter 122 received by the ith party. The quantity v i is not the share of the total vote received by party i, but the share of the vote won by the opposition. Thus, this measure is similar to the Laakso -Taagepera index of the effective number of parties, with the sole exception that it restricts the calculation to the opposition's vote total. 21. In democracies, it is well known that the number of ethnic groups is positively associated with the number of parties (Cox 1997) . 22. Nine regions held only one election in this period, three held three elections, and one, Sverdlovskaya Oblast, held five. 23. Recent studies in political science with high N to T ratios such as ours have used this clustered Standard Error approach. See, for example, Golder (2006) . 24. The conditional coefficients in Column 2 are a good example of why Brambor et al. (2006, 76) warn that it is 'extremely difficult and often impossible to evaluate conditional hypotheses using only the information provided in traditional results tables.' As they note, 'it is perfectly possible for the marginal effect of X on Y to be significant for substantively relevant values of the modifying variable Z even if the coefficient on the interaction term is insignificant ' (2006, 72) . These results illustrate this point because the sign on Margin of Gov. Victory X URMember in the main results table is insignificant, and yet, from the conditional coefficients we see that this is due to the large standard error on Governor's Margin of Victory when URMember ¼ 0. When URMember ¼ 1, Governor's Margin of Victory has a substantively and statistically significant effect. This information could not be gleaned from the coefficient and standard error on Margin of Gov. Victory X URMember alone. Results are similar when interacting the other two measures of governor authority with URMember. 25. In Table A3 Post-Soviet Affairs 125 
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Model (5) Model (6) Model (7) Model (8) Model (9) Model (10 All models are contextualized in the main text in more detail. Models 1 and 2 introduce an alternative measure of the size of the public economy, Government Investment, as a control. Models 3 and 4 show results using Golosov's (2011) original measure of elite conflict. The measure of elite conflict that I use in the text differs from Golosov's measure slightly. First, I do not count instances where only the vice-chairman of a regional legislature serves on an opposition party list as an instance of elite conflict. In the early 2000s, vicechairmen were prominent figures in their own right, but by the mid-to late 2000s, many vicechairman positions were handed out as spoils to opposition party leaders as part of a calculated co-optation strategy. Including vice-chairmen would thus diminish the extent to which this measure taps meaningful contestation between local elites. Second, I count instances in which the mayor of one of Russia's 186 largest cities ran for an opposition party as an instance of elite conflict, whereas Golosov restricts this component to regional capitals. Models 5 and 6 show that results are robust by using the share of seats won by UR as the dependent variable. This measure thus takes into account UR's performance in SMD races as well as the PR component.
Model 7 shows that the result on Governor's Margin of Victory is robust to a sample that only includes elected governors. The 99 elections in Model 7 all occurred under governors with elected mandates. Model 8 investigates the effect of levels of regional government spending per capita on UR's electoral performance. The results provide no evidence that UR performs better in regions where government spending is higher.
Models 8 and 9 show results from models that include UR Vote Share 2003 as a regressor. Table A3 shows the results of several robustness checks that relate to the Regional Ties variable used in this study. Model 1 shows that both Governor's Popularity and Regional Ties remain significant when included in a regression together, indicating that both have an independent effect. Models 2 -4 show results using only the component parts of the Regional Ties scale. Results are mixed, and it appears that the governor's work experience in the region has a larger effect on UR vote shares than either being born in the region or attending university in the region.
UR's electoral performance across time Figure A1 depicts the difference between the share of SMD seats won by UR in regional elections and the share of party-list seats won by UR. The disparity between party-list and SMD performance illustrates an important fact about UR's electoral history that bears directly on the main argument in this study. Initially, from 2003 to 2006, UR won almost as many seats in the PR component as it did in the SMD component. Because of disproportionality in both components, its seat share always exceeded its vote share, but the gap in the share of seats won by the party and the share of the party-list vote has grown larger in recent years.
In late 2004 and early 2005, UR won more seats on the party-list ballot than it did in SMD races. By the December 2011 regional elections, however, UR won, on average, 84% of seats Post-Soviet Affairs 129 in the SMD races compared with only 47% of the seats in the PR component. In the early and mid-2000s, UR had difficulty convincing strong local candidates to accept the party's nomination in elections. Local enterprise directors and opinion leaders often chose to run as independents, leveraging their autonomous resources against inducements to join the dominant party. As time went on, however, and the Kremlin invested more time and energy into making the dominant party a mechanism for distributing spoils, more elites sought to demonstrate their commitment to the party by affiliating with it.
Analysis of governor's popularity
In the main text, I make the point that elected governors are more popular than appointed governors. In this section, I test this proposition in a multivariate setting. The dependent variable in this analysis is the same Governor's Popularity variable used in the text. Since I am not limited here to analyzing the popularity of the governor on the date of regional elections, there are many more observations -1887 -over the period from 2003 to 2010. 26 Descriptive statistics on this and all other variables are presented in Table A2 .
The key independent variable is whether the governor has ever been elected, Elected Governor. As noted above, Russia's governors built powerful political machines in their days as elected officials. I expect elected governors to be more popular for two reasons. First, quite simply, they won elections to become governor, so a certain modicum of popularity at some point in their career is a necessary condition for holding office. Second, the legacies of the 1990s and early 2000s supported elected governors' efforts to maintain high popularity levels. Elected governors came to power at a time in Russian history more conducive to the construction of regional political machines than was the case in the mid-2000s. Regional authorities exercised more de facto and de jure control over policy and appointments at that Figure A1 . The difference between the share of SMD seats won by UR and the share of PR seats won by UR. Source: Author's database and calculations.
Post-Soviet Affairs 131 time, and central state capacity was more limited. Many elected governors continued to cultivate their political machines after the cancellation of direct elections, and to the extent that strong patron-client networks generate popular support, they should be more popular. Newly appointed governors in the mid-to late 2000s had neither the time nor autonomy to construct strong political machines of their own. The descriptive data bear out this hypothesis. Elected governors over the period of analysis were 11 percentage points more popular than appointed governors, a statistically significant difference. I also test a set of competing explanations. First, I examine whether economic factors influence a governor's popularity, including variables that measure Unemployment, Lagged GRP Growth, and Log GRP per Capita. Governors may be able to shape their own popularity rating by exerting control over the media, so I include Press Freedom as a variable. In addition, governors may be more popular when Putin is popular so Putin's Popularity Rating is included. And although this sample excludes most ethnic regions, because it was not conducted in the North Caucasus or several other republics, I include Percent Russian as a control.
Finally, I also include a dummy variable indicating whether the governor held elected office prior to becoming governor. Governors who have experience with competing in and winning election campaigns are more likely to have the skill and resources to generate mass support, whether those resources are a cause or consequence of their prior electoral success. This variable is called Elected Experience (Table A4) . Finally, I include the full set of year-fixed effects.
The data are time series cross-sectional in nature with an average of 26 surveys conducted over time in 71 regions. Each observation is a survey conducted by FOM, usually at three-month intervals, but sometimes at longer intervals. The data are heteroskedastic and exhibit panel-specific autocorrelation. Indeed, some regions have governors whose popularity exhibits much more dramatic swings than others, and, obviously, a governor's popularity in one month is correlated with his popularity in previous months. Thus, I model the dependent variable using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) with panel-corrected standard errors that assume both panel-specific heteroskedasticity and a panel-specific AR(1) error structure.
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The results from these models are given in Table A5 . The results bear out theoretical expectations about the effect of being elected on a governor's popularity. While controlling for theoretically appropriate confounders, having an electoral mandate increases the popularity of the governor by 9.5%. In Model 2, I interact Elected Governor with Time to see whether the effect of being elected varies over time. Figure A2 shows that it does, and that this effect has increased over time. The effect of being elected is larger in recent years. At the end of 2010, being elected increased a governor's popularity by 15 percentage points, while being elected only increased a governor's popularity by 5 percentage points in 2006. This is because many strong, elected governors were initially reappointed in 2005, 2006, and 2007 , because it was known that their machines could win votes for the Kremlin (Goode 2007; Reuter and Robertson 2012) .
However, by the late 2000s, two processes began to unfold. First, the Kremlin became emboldened to remove popular elected governors whom it deemed potentially unruly. The ouster of Yuriy Luzhkov in September 2010 is a case in point. Second, the advancing age of many authoritative governors from the 1990s forced them from the political stage. Mintimer Shaymiyev in Tatarstan and Pyotr Sumin in Chelyabinsk are good examples of this trend.
Popular governors were often replaced with colorless bureaucrats lacking political and electoral experience. Indeed, Buckley et al. (2012) show that Russia's appointed governors were significantly less likely to have elected political experience than their directly elected predecessors. On this point, the results also show that elected experience translates into higher popularity levels. Holding elected office prior to becoming governor translates into a 4 percentage point increase in a governor's popularity.
O.J. Reuter 132 Table A4 . Descriptive statistics of variables in Table A5 . Post-Soviet Affairs 133 Figure A2 . The marginal effect of Elected on governor popularity across time. Source: Author's database and calculations.
Other control variables are also noteworthy. First, the results confirm that restricting press freedom is an effective way of manipulating public opinion, as governors are less popular in regions with a relatively free press. The coefficient on this variable is negative and statistically significant. Second, economic performance seems to matter. The positive and statistically significant coefficient on Log GRP per Capita indicates that governors of wealthy regions are more popular. Meanwhile, high levels of unemployment depress a governor's popularity, as indicated by the negative coefficient on Unemployment. Interestingly, Lagged GRP Growth exerts no statistically significant effect, a finding that holds even when Unemployment is removed from the regression.
Governors of ethnic regions are more popular, as indicated by the negative and statistically significant coefficient on Percent Russian. But, again, this variable should be interpreted with caution, given that most ethnic regions are excluded from the FOM surveys. Finally, Putin's Popularity Rating exerts a positive and statistically significant effect on a governor's popularity in both models.
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